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The superheroes of the shore continue to surprise and allure...
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Novelist’s craft transforms
the Jallianwala Bagh story

FAST FACT: Halldór LLaxness’ Independent People sold over 4,50,000 copies in the US in 1946. It
won him a Nobel in 1955. Yet his books remained unavailable in the country for the longest. An
outspoken socialist and a defender of Iceland’s independence (achieved from Denmark in 1944),
Laxness had been blacklisted for condemning the US’s joining Nato in 1949. Laxness died in 1998.

C
rimson Spring is a
liminal novel, on
the cusp of fiction,
grounded in the
horrors of the

Jallianwala Bagh massacre.
It opens on the 13th of April,
1919, on that fateful Baisakhi
day, when the festival of
spring, of the success of the
harvest, of the new year, was
being celebrated across the
fertile fields and farmlands of
Punjab.

In his prologue, the author
Navtej Sarna observes of his-
tory that “...its recording and
interpretation will differ
from soldier to civilian, from
brown to white, from ruler to
the ruled, from historian to
novelist. For every event in
history is, at heart, made up
of the acts of human beings
and its telling is inevitably
coloured by the different
shades of pride, regret, ambi-
tion, love, pain, courage, and
longing that human beings
carry within themselves”.

Old Amritsar is evoked in
melancholy prose; the
vibrant city, the seat of the

Khalsa, is heavy with a sense
of foreboding. The Rowlatt
Act — the ‘Qala Kanoon’ or
Black Law — has been
imposed. Gandhi and his fol-
lowers advocate peaceful
protest. The revolutionary
Ghadar party presses for
more direct and radical
action. General Dyer “the
Jarnail who has come from
Jalandhar” and his retinue
are patrolling the narrow
streets. The narrative circles
around these events, through
the stories of those whose
lives intersected in the unqui-
et heart of the city, in a seven-
acre courtyard enclosed by
high walls, but a stone’s
throw away from the sacred
precincts of the Golden
Temple. General Dyer, accom-
panied by two armoured cars
and a detachment of 50 sol-
diers from two units, rained a
barrage of bullets upon the
innocents gathered there, “as
if they intended to bring
down the sky”.

Of the people Navtej Sarna
writes about in Crimson
Spring, some are resurrected

from historical records, oth-
ers imagined and recon-
structed from various
sources. The moving charac-
ter of Maya Dei is inspired by
the actual figure of Ratan
Devi whose testimony was
recorded and cited, and also
in fragments from Sarna’s
father the famous writer
Mohinder Singh Sarna’s first
novel. The fictional character
of Sergeant Nicholas
Williams is partly drawn
from Sergeant William J
Anderson, the personal body-
guard to Dyer, a brief account
of whose memories of the
massacre, to which he was a
direct eyewitness, as related
by his family, are part of pub-
lished history. Gurnam Singh

Gambhir is based on the
lawyer Gurdial Singh Salaria,
who gave evidence before the
Congress Punjab Enquiry.

Interwoven with these
dramatis personae are the
actual historical personages,
Sir Michael O’Dwyer, then
Lieutenant Governor of
Punjab, and R.E.H (Reginald)
Dyer, the instigator and per-
petrator respectively of the
brutal massacre, and Udham
Singh, who waited twenty-
one years to kill Michael
O’Dwyer and take revenge for
his people.

Crimson Spring is in a sense
a people’s history. The book
begins with a quotation by
the Yiddish writer I.L. Peretz.
“A people’s memory is histo-
ry; and as a man without a
memory, so a people without a
history cannot grow wiser,
better.”

R.E.H Dyer died of natural
causes in the United
Kingdom on the 23rd of July,
1927. Bhagat Singh was exe-
cuted on 23rd March, 1931.
Michael O’Dwyer was assas-
sinated on March 13, 1940, by
Udham Singh. On July 13,
1940, Udham Singh was
hanged to death at London’s
Pentonville Prison, and lay
buried there until his
remains were handed over to
India in 1974.

Navtej Sarna’s recreation of
Udham Singh’s passionate
pursuit of O’Dwyer and his
last days in prison is based on

letters and historical records,
but carries at the heart of it a
tender portrait, “literary and
not literal”, of a driven and
heroic martyr. This is a novel,
though it is not a work of fic-
tion. The perfidy, the bar-
barism, and the conceit of the
imperial project were
nowhere as emblematically
in evidence as on that
Baisakhi day at Jallianwala
Bagh.

The truth of fiction is differ-
ent from the truth of history.
It searches different registers,
touches different chords. The
cycles of history have trig-
gers and immediate causes as
well as the inexorable mills of
memory and retribution.

Navtej Sarna’s book carries
the resonances of the Punjabi
‘qissa’ — the powerful folk
form of oral history that
records and recounts the
remembered history of a peo-
ple and a culture. Its evoca-
tion of a vibrant and sacred
city, of the vitality and
resilience of the Punjab, of
the everyday life of its people,
their vulnerability and pride
and determination to exact
revenge — all these 
elements are presented with
passion and conviction in this
memorable work of true 
fiction.

NNaammiittaa  GGookkhhaallee recently
won the Sahitya Akademi

Award for her novel Things
to Leave Behind, 2016.

Namita Gokhale

review

CRIMSON SPRING
By NNAAVVTTEEJJ  SSAARRNNAA

Aleph
pp. 312, `899

Known as the birthplace of Lord Rama
and at least five Jain Tirthankaras,
Ayodhya, where Lord Buddha also

preached his faith, is part of the Awadh
region of the modern state of Uttar Pradesh.
Tulsidas wrote Ramcharitmanas, the epic
poem which tells the story of Lord Rama in
Awadhi dialect.

Ayodhya has been in the news since
December 6, 1992, when the Babri Masjid built
there in 1598 was demolished by a large group
of activists of the Vishva Hindu
Parishad and allied organisations.

Hindu Temples: What Happened to Them is
a two-volume book by Sita Ram Goel, Arun
Shourie, Harsh Narain, Jay Dubashi and Ram
Swarup. Its first volume was published in
1990. It includes a list of 2,000 mosques
claimed to have been built on Hindu temples.
The second volume excerpts medieval histo-
ries and inscriptions to provide the reader
evidence of destruction
of Hindu, Jain and Buddhist shrines. The
authors claim that the material presented in
the book is “the tip
of the iceberg”.
That is because
India’s actual his-
tory has over the
centuries been
overwritten. 

A look at India’s
historic Hindu
temples many of
which are archi-
tectural wonders
proves the techno-
logical capabilities
of medieval
Indians. The met-
allurgy of the
Ashokan pillar has
stood the test of
time. In the light of
this knowledge, Neena Rai’s work is not only
refreshing in that it eschews such attempts to
conceal but is also a long-awaited, well-
researched account on one of the important
centres of ancient Indian civilisation. 

Ayodhya was designed like many ancient
Indian towns and cities on a grid pattern, sur-
rounded by the “parikha”, a protective moat
as an effective all-round defence. Then there
was the girdle of trees forming a dense jungle
with wild animals in it. Chandigarh and
Gandhinagar are the closest possible to grid
pattern cities one can find today. According to
Valmiki, the harbinger poet of Sanskrit liter-
ature, Ayodhya, built by Manu, the archetypal
man or the first man or king among men, was
a famous city even much before Lord Rama’s
birth there. After his birth, it became a much
sought-after destination for pilgrims.

King Dashrath (Rama’s father) army was
the Chaturangi Sena, or the army of four
forces — infantry, cavalry, elephantry and
chariotry.  These forces were also organised
as “akshouhinis”, with each akshouhini
(divided into 10 anikinis) comprising 21,870
elephants, 21,870 chariots, 65,610 horses and
1,09,350 foot soldiers, amounting to 2,18,700
warriors. In the Kurukshetra war, also known
as the Mahabharata war, which lasted for 18
days, 18 akshouhinis were destroyed. This is a
sample of all that is contained in the six parts
and 29 chapters of the book covering Ayodhya
as a kingdom, a city and a part of Hindu 
civilisation. 

Those who don’t study history are doomed
to repeat it. With Independent India being
deprived of organised learning of its ancient
culture and mythology and even post-
Independence events owing to systemic bias-
es and warped politics, it is scholars and inde-
pendent researchers who must fill in the
blanks. Ideally, their books should be translat-
ed into other Indian and foreign languages.
This one is fascinating enough to attract read-
ers of all age cohorts and communities.  

AAnniill  BBhhaatt, a retired Army officer, is a
defence and security analyst 

based in New Delhi

Know the
ancient history

of Ayodhya

AMAZING AYODHYA
By NNEEEENNAA  RRAAII

Bloomsbury
pp. 288

Anil Bhat

review

W
hat do you get
where sand and
sea water, wind
and sunlight all

come together? A coast, you
might say. But this book
says it’s magic!

Like any other zone on
earth, coasts bear their own
unique range of life forms.
Being a meeting point
between the elements, they
boast of an unusual diversi-
ty of life forms. Much of
India’s 7,500 kilometres of
coastline is in temperate
zones that tend to be kinder
to life more extreme zones:
it offers a wider and
stranger variety of life than
most.

Coasts consist of three
distinct areas: the sea,
which is all water; land,

above the high tide mark;
and, finally, the intertidal
zone, which is water at high
tide and land at low. Each
has its own set of colourful
characters, the most colour-
ful of which live between
the tides. For all the kind-
ness of nature, survival
tends to be tough. So life
forms here have evolved
their own little bits of
magic: the superpowers in
the title.

The first of these super-
powers is disguise, the abil-
ity to disappear by merging
into your surroundings. It
shows up in many ways,
such as the ability to
change colours. Others
involve artifice: a spiky sea
urchin adorns itself with a
leaf, and its brother with

shells, and both disappear
into their own different
backgrounds. The decora-
tor crab, a master of dis-
guise, uses its pincers to cut
bits of sponges and to pick
up shells and other debris.
It then “sticks” them onto
patches of hooked “hairs”
— like Velcro — on its shell.
Small octopi — some only a
foot long — that appear
sometimes even on
Mumbai’s Juhu beach, are
so weird that there’s contro-
versial — read questionable
— research that indicates
they’re of alien origin!

The coast, most of all, is a
place that encourages cre-
ation. Sea slugs and sea
snails and other resident
creatures lay their eggs in
the intertidal zone, where,
in the fullness of time, they
hatch. But there are other
creatures, like squid, who
are not residents, but turn
up to lay their eggs in a
place where some of the lit-
ter have a good chance of
survival. And there are still
others, turtles, for instance,
who travel far to find a
quiet beach where they can

bury their eggs and leave
them with some hope of
hatching.

Sex, the precursor to egg-
laying, is another story. The
party goes on, methods and
variety unimaginable.
Some hermaphrodite flat-
worms, for instance fight
for male privilege: bearing
and laying eggs is a burden
best avoided. And there are
different kinds of hermaph-

roditism: one in which an
animal can have both male
and female organs simulta-
neously, the other in which
an animal can only be male
or female at one time! As
you read this chapter, you
can’t help thinking that an
intertidal kama sutra
would be bigger than the
Encyclopaedia Britannica!

Other superpowers
include a variety of
weapons that belong to the
assassin, some built on
stealth, others on force.
There are spears and poi-
sons, guns and bludgeons,
teeth and claws. The inter-
tidal zone is a ground
where battle lines shift as
the sun goes and the tide
comes in, and again when
the sun arrives and the
water departs. These shift-
ing battlegrounds are with-
out villains, for 
the killers take what 
they need and no more.
There are cone snails 
with complex million-year-
old toxins that immobilize
prey. There are mantis
shrimps — named after the
praying mantis — of two

kinds, one armed with
spears, going after softer
prey, the other with bludg-
eons or hammers to beat
their prey — or even attack-
ers — into submission.
There’s even a shrimp with
a gun of sorts, the pistol
shrimp that shoots jets of
water that create bubbles
that pop and stun their
prey!

Interspersed with chap-
ters on the superpowers are
smaller chapters on the
intertidal environment
itself, with simple things to
look for and listen for when
you happen to be on the
beach, where the waves
pound the sand in the inter-
tidal zone, where all good
things happen.

There are niggles, mostly
from uneven editing. A
clumsy bit from page 77:
“The venom of a cone snail
has at least 500 different
components in the venom
[italics mine], perhaps
more now.” Another from
the same page: “The 
arsenals of the creatures in
the intertidal zone are
incredible to fathom 

[italics mine].”
There’s also the question

of how the book is organ-
ised. There’s a section on
unusual weaponry — har-
poons, toxins, and bludg-
eons — and a whole sepa-
rate chapter on stings, 
entitled, “Defence Against
the Dark Arts”. But 
stings are both 
offensive and defensive, as
is most of the weaponry
nature has given animals,
and could perhaps be con-
sidered as part of the earli-
er chapter.

But these are only niggles.
With these gone, it would
have been a splendid book.
Even with them, if you
have the faintest interest in
life forms other than
human, or if, like me,
you’re a beach freak, 
this is a read you shouldn’t
miss.

SShhaasshhii  WWaarrrriieerr has writ-
ten fairy tales, thrillers, a 
semi-fictional biography,
satires, and a love story.

Besides writing, he 
teaches strategic communi-
cation at a business school.

Shashi Warrier

review

I
t may not be the grandest
of the world’s waterways
— the Nile and Amazon
are ten times its length —

but the Po has always exerted
a fertile grip on the Italian
imagination. Virgil called it
‘the king of rivers’; Dante died
in its marsh estuary, having
earlier described in
Purgatorio how Jacopo del
Cassero was chased there and
fell fatally, “entangled in the
mud and reeds of the Paduan
swamp”, leaving a pool of
blood on its waters.

Yet the rest of the world has
been less interested. Perhaps
it has something to do with the
modern name’s slightly comi-
cal sound: shortened from the
original, more euphonic
Padus — “the Paduan plain”
fits every metre — the word
‘Po’ somehow lacks the weight
the river deserves. If the
Thames had been shortened to
the ‘Toe’ it would have had far
less poetical traction.

Tobias Jones is the perfect
guide to the sweet Po as it runs
its course. His earlier book

The Dark Heart of Italy was a
useful corrective to the usual
platitudes about opera-loving
Italians enjoying the dolce
vita in their gondolas while
eating ice cream, and came
from his intimate knowledge
of the country. But his other
books about living in com-
munes – he established one in
the West Country and now one
in Parma — feed usefully into
this as well.

He proclaims himself
‘always drawn to communitar-
ian spaces which defy main-
stream privatisation’, from
socialist squats to lot-drawing
woodlands that give villages
permanent access to land and
tax-free enclaves; for il Po
(Italian rivers are unusually
thought of as masculine) has
always had space for such out-
law communities. Being a nat-
ural border between the old
Italian states, it (or he) attract-
ed those smugglers and itiner-
ants who needed to jump easi-
ly from one jurisdiction to
another. As Jones points out,
this has given rise to some odd

place names. One peninsula
near Parma is called ‘the
island of the interned’, while
Rea, near Piacenza, means
more or less ‘the guilty’. These
ingenious refugees managed
to get by with unexpected cash
crops, such as clams, eels,
sturgeon caviar and, in the
ever flooding fields, rice and
even silk. But the living was
undoubtedly hard.

Filmmakers were drawn to
the oddity of the Po’s land-
scape, particularly near the
wide marshes and estuary
where it feeds into the
Adriatic. Fellini is recorded as
saying that the delta, ‘with its
low, desolate hovels’, had a

primitiveness unlike anything
he’d seen in Sicily or other
poor zones of Italy: ‘The
poverty had something wild,
something silent. When we
came across people they dis-
played an Eskimo strange-
ness. It was as if we were on
the polar ice caps.’

In the past, the Po was often
compared toa bull as, while
generally placid and useful, he
could suddenly become
enraged and charge, with
ensuing floods. The Venetians,
with typical opportunism,
managed to divert and chan-
nel the waters in the 17th cen-
tury to create a large new area
for themselves — with the
added satisfaction of deluging
Papal lands to the south. But
while for many years the
struggle was to contain the
river, these days defence from
the waters has turned more
into defence of the waters.
The industrialisation of
northern Italy has taken its
toll, as have invasive species:
with no natural predators,
coypus from South America
are even more prevalent in the
Po delta than they once were
in Norfolk, and the star
cucumber has spread like a
choking plague.

Also widespread, just as for
British rivers such as the Wye,
are the problems that come
from eutrophication: the over-
enrichment with nitrogen
run-off from synthetic fertilis-

ers, with their accompanying
algal blooms. As Jones walks
the Po’s length he sees many
fields straddled by spraying
booms. One woman he talks to
— and he has a gift for the
revealing conversation –
describes her land not as a
farm but as an impianto, a
‘system’.

By the time he reaches the
river’s source near the Alpine
border with France, where
refugees used to hide, often
Protestants fleeing religious
persecution, he has taken us
on a beguiling journey. There
is now a fashion for writers as
well as celebrities to dive into
a new territory and share
their surprise at what they
find, as if on a different plan-
et, while working out their
own “inner journeys”. I prefer
Jones’s sort of travel writing,
which comes from a knowl-
edge and love of a land and the
ability to speak the language;
which listens to people along
the way and appreciates the
often deep history that caused
a landscape to form. But I’m
sorry that among the many
illustrations there is not one of
Sophia Loren as a poor peas-
ant girl in La Donna del
Fiume, ‘The Woman of the
River’, bringing unexpected
glamour to the Po’s eel-pick-
ling industry.

By arrangement with 
the SSppeeccttaattoorr

Hugh Thomson

review
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